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The Barnes Witz identity has 
been built in deference to the 
existing Barnes Foundation 
Graphic Identity Standards 
and Guidelines.  

A key touchstone in the Barnes Witz identity  

development included the existing logo, developed 

by Pentagram, that references the symmetrically 

curated ensembles put together by Dr. Albert C. 

Barnes himself. 

Context: Barnes Foundation Existing Style—Logo
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Identity — Ensembles

Ensembles
The graphic identity for the Barnes Foundation is based on the 
distinctive, symmetrical hanging arrangements of Dr. Barnes. 
Deliberately mixing different periods and styles of art and 
decorative arts, the installation was designed to facilitate a way 
of seeing art as a common language across time, place, and 
culture. His distinctive wall hangings, called “ensembles” are the 
key visual signature of the Foundation.

These ensembles provided the inspiration for the primary 
graphic wordmark, a symmetrical series of five rectangles. The 
name “Barnes” is seen through the interplay of the ensemble, 
requiring the reader to see the letterforms in dialogue with the 
positive and negative space of the mark. The wordmark makes 
readers complete the visual story, much as Dr. Barnes urged 
visitors to see as artists see.
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The Barnes Foundation’s 
existing colors give the 
Barnes Witz identity plenty of 
room to experiment with fun 
uses colors, so these remain 
the same—having been 
carefully extracted out of the 
Barnes Collection.
One exception of color is the background color for 
the Barnes Witz webspace, which is derived from a 
pamphlet show

Context: Barnes Foundation Existing Style—Color
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Identity — Colors

Colors

Tertiary / Accent / Kids Palette

Primary Palette Metallic Palette

Secondary Palette

The Barnes Foundation design guidelines features a select group 
of palettes that is the basis for print and electronic graphics 
and branding The primary palette represents the core identity 
colors for the Barnes Foundation, and should be used across all 
communications Not all color combinations will work together, 
so this palette should be considered as an indication of the 
palette, but not an endorsement of all potential combinations 
possible within it.

Web Palette

Colors are inspired by the Barnes’s rich collection 
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One particular color to point 
to is that of the background 
to the website, which was 
chosen from a pamphlet 
shown in the Identity 
Guidelines, essentially a tint 
of the Barnes brand orange.

Context: Barnes Foundation Existing Style—Color
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Imagery —  Print and Web

Imagery
Use of imagery in Barnes Foundation printed and digital material 
should be immersive—full-bleed when possible, and impactful.

Membership
a year of 
extraordinary 
experiences

media sponsor

Apply the price of your ticket 
to a membership today!*

Three easy ways To join

On-site: In the lobby or Barnes Shop

By phone: 215.278.7100

Online: barnesfoundation.org/support

*Number of tickets applicable toward membership 
depends on level purchased. 

“The Barnes never 
disappoints… The collection 
is amazing, the exhibits have 
been phenomenal. I’ve really 
learned a lot since being a 
member for two years.” 
TripAdvisor traveler review from gigi819819, 
Pennsylvania

see more arT. share more arT. 
Now more than ever, a Barnes membership 
will allow you to deepen your experience 
with art and make it easy to share your 
experience with friends and family. Members 
enjoy complimentary guest passes and 
discounted guest tickets, and members at the 
Supporter level and above can take advantage 
of complimentary admission at over 40 
museums nationwide. 

Complimentary admission. Unparalleled 
access. Innovative programs. It’s all yours 
as a member.

Pierre-Auguste Renoir. Landscape, 1890. BF542

Members get more
Barnes members enjoy complimentary admission, guest 
passes, discounts, and special programs, and provide vital 
support for the Barnes mission.  

all members enjoy:

• Unlimited complimentary admission to the 
permanent collection and all special exhibitions  
with guaranteed entry*

• Member preview days with exclusive access to 
special exhibitions prior to the public opening

• Discounted guest tickets

• Discounted tickets to monthly First Friday! art and 
performance series for members and their guests

• Free weekly collection Spotlight Tours with new 
themes all year

• Complimentary tickets to most lectures and 
significant discounts on other public programs

• 50% discount on guided collection and special 
exhibition tours

• 10% discount in the Barnes Shop, coffee bar,  
and Garden Restaurant

• 10% discount on classes and workshops, with early 
registration opportunities

• 20% discount on parking ($10 for up to four hours)

PaTron $90
All member benefits for one adult, plus:

• Two complimentary one-time-use guest passes  
to share the Barnes with family and friends

• $15 guest tickets to the collection and special 
exhibitions (maximum 8 per visit)

• $10 monthly First Friday! tickets for you and your 
guests (maximum 8 per visit)

ConTribuTor $159
All member benefits for two adults and all children  
18 and under in your household, plus:

• Two complimentary one-time-use guest passes  
to share the Barnes with family and friends

• $10 guest tickets to the collection and special 
exhibitions (maximum 8 per visit)

• $10 monthly First Friday! tickets for you and your 
guests (maximum 8 per visit)

suPPorTer $275
All Contributor benefits, plus:

• Two additional guest passes (four total)

• Reciprocal benefits at more than 40 museums 
nationwide (including the Frick Collection, Phillips 
Collection, and Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum); 
visit barnesfoundation.org/reciprocal for full list 

• Complimentary monthly First Friday! member tickets 
and $10 tickets for guests

• Invitation to annual private exhibition preview 
reception

susTainer $550 
All Supporter benefits, plus:

• Two additional guest passes (six total)

• Four complimentary collection Highlights Tour tickets

• Invitations to galas and other special events 

naTional membershiP $75
All member benefits for one adult. Recommended  
for those who live beyond 200 miles of the Barnes.
Call 215.278.7100 for details. 

Visit barnesfoundation.org/support for information 
on membership tax-deductibility.

The Circles
The Circles is a select group of committed individuals 
who generously support the Barnes at the highest 
level. In return, Circle Members and Supporters receive 
exceptional access and benefits. 

CirCle member $1,250

• Invitation to annual Circles Soirée

• Unlimited admission for two individuals (and 
children in household)

• Dedicated Circles phone line for personal handling 
of tour arrangements and other VIP services

• Exclusive programs and lectures with scholars, 
curators, and artists

• Invitations to exhibition opening events

• Complimentary admission for guests

• Reciprocal benefits at more than 40 museums 
nationwide

• 20% discount in the Barnes Shop

• Inclusion in donor recognition materials, including 
Circles member list and Annual Report

• Exclusive day trips and regional travel 
opportunities, as available

• Opportunity to host a small private event or 
meeting in our Garden Restaurant or Lower  
Level Lobby

CirCle suPPorTer $2,500
All Circle Member benefits, plus:

• Opportunity to host a small private event  
or meeting in our Garden Pavilion

• Public recognition on-site at the Barnes

• Opportunity for a customized private tour of  
the collection or special exhibitions for you and 
your guests

• Complimentary parking with reservation

• One complimentary gift membership ($275 
Supporter level) for you to give to a friend

For more information about Circles benefits and other 
membership levels, call 215.278.7110.

* Reservations are recommended for members  
of all levels during the winter holidays.
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The Barnes Witz will keep 
the common thread of the 
Calibre type.

Context: Barnes Foundation Existing Style—Typography
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Tyography — Calibre

Typography
The Barnes Foundation typographic system is comprised of two 
typeface families: Milo and Calibre. 

Calibre should be used in headlines and titles 

Calibre creates a distinct visual expression for the institution. It is a clean, modern typeface. 

The fundamental font family for the Barnes Foundation is Milo

With sans serif and serif versions that can be used in dialogue with one another and for con-
trast within the same communications. Milo is used as the narrative voice of the Foundation.

For emails, and other web applications where our fonts may  
not be available, you may substitute Arial or Calibri in place of 
our headline typeface Calibre, and you may substitute Times New 
Roman in place of Milo Serif.

Calibre
Calibre Regular and Medium should be used in main headlines 
Calibre should always appear in caps and lowercase —never all caps. 

Calibre MediumMembership
a year of 
extraordinary 
experiences

media sponsor

Apply the price of your ticket 
to a membership today!*

Three easy ways To join

On-site: In the lobby or Barnes Shop

By phone: 215.278.7100

Online: barnesfoundation.org/support

*Number of tickets applicable toward membership 
depends on level purchased. 

“The Barnes never 
disappoints… The collection 
is amazing, the exhibits have 
been phenomenal. I’ve really 
learned a lot since being a 
member for two years.” 
TripAdvisor traveler review from gigi819819, 
Pennsylvania

see more arT. share more arT. 
Now more than ever, a Barnes membership 
will allow you to deepen your experience 
with art and make it easy to share your 
experience with friends and family. Members 
enjoy complimentary guest passes and 
discounted guest tickets, and members at the 
Supporter level and above can take advantage 
of complimentary admission at over 40 
museums nationwide. 

Complimentary admission. Unparalleled 
access. Innovative programs. It’s all yours 
as a member.

Pierre-Auguste Renoir. Landscape, 1890. BF542

Milo Serif Bold 
(see p.19 for more  
on Milo Serif use)
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The Barnes Witz logo was 
developed to reference 
the gallery rooms that the 
webspace itself tries to 
recreate.
 

The logo is also made to pair with the existing 

Pentagram Barnes logo, while also able to stand 

alone, and in certain contexts, to act as a corner 

framing device.

Barnes Witz Identity
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Identity — Ensembles

Ensembles
The graphic identity for the Barnes Foundation is based on the 
distinctive, symmetrical hanging arrangements of Dr. Barnes. 
Deliberately mixing different periods and styles of art and 
decorative arts, the installation was designed to facilitate a way 
of seeing art as a common language across time, place, and 
culture. His distinctive wall hangings, called “ensembles” are the 
key visual signature of the Foundation.

These ensembles provided the inspiration for the primary 
graphic wordmark, a symmetrical series of five rectangles. The 
name “Barnes” is seen through the interplay of the ensemble, 
requiring the reader to see the letterforms in dialogue with the 
positive and negative space of the mark. The wordmark makes 
readers complete the visual story, much as Dr. Barnes urged 
visitors to see as artists see.
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The Barnes Witz identity 
employs Pangram Pangram 
Foundry’s Agrandir 
Grand Heavy as its 
header type. 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P 
Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q 
r s t u v w x y z
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Barnes Witz Typography

https://pangrampangram.com/products/agrandir?variant=32840642396214
https://pangrampangram.com/products/agrandir?variant=32840642396214
https://jfark.github.io/capstone/

